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  Oops…
We couldn't find the page you were looking for. This is either because:
	There is an error in the URL entered into your web browser. Please check the URL and try again.

	The page you are looking for has been moved or deleted.


Return to our wedding portfolio by clicking here:
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          Chasewild, 16C Nixon Street, Auckland, Auckland, 1021, New Zealand

           




  QUICK LINKS

Wedding Portfolio

Packages and FAQs

About Chasewild

Blog Updates for Couples
Check my Available Dates























  
  









  LATEST FULL WEDDINGS

Jimmi and Char - Auckland
Harriet and Sam - Wanaka

Brya and Rupert - Auckland

Daniel and Tyson - Queenstown

Reem and Janai - Morrocco
Laura and James - Auckland























  
  









  LATEST ON INSTAGRAM























  
  








  

  



  
    
      

        

        

        
          
            
              
                
                
                  
                  [image: Can&rsquo;t get enough of these two and this set up. Major dreams. With the best team: &nbsp;Styling: @wild_hearts | Flora &amp; Styling: @floralstylist | Gowns by @brooketysonritual | Earrings @kamiandkindred | Makeup: @beautybyblairgamblin | Hair: ]
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                  [image: Soo instagram let&rsquo;s us see a little of where our audience comes from but it&rsquo;s not super helpful.. We&rsquo;d love to hear from you all - where in the world are ya? Comment below ⬇️]
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                  [image: It felt so good at our latest workshop on the weekend. Not only did we get to hang out with some up and coming genius photographers, we also got to photograph these two babes - dressed and styled by a crew of industry leading vendors. Aren&rsquo;t we]
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                  [image: Want to know about getting to epic locations on your wedding day? We can help you organise something amazing like this day with JP and Lauren. We&rsquo;ve been chatting to so many couple recently about more intimate weddings that leave a bit of time ]
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                  [image: Chasewild Sessions are here. June 20 + 21. On location with Chasewild. Perfect for couples, families or individuals. 20 mins, 20 photos. 10 spots available so get in now. Details at our bio link or stories.]
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  © 2020 Chasewild New Zealand Wedding Photographers. All Rights Reserved. 
 Any use of images without written permission is prohibited.























  
  









        

      

    


    
    
















  